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Half-Life, von ammon co
Washington, DC
14 Jan - 19 Feb 2023



















Half-Life 1, 2023
Hagen Picture Frame, Silver, ASOS EDITION Ciara sequin kimono sleeve wedding dress tag, 

Ason Town Square Chrome C Table Chrome - Breighton Home, Spinning Top Accurate Metal Spinner Top 
Desktop Gyro Toys Little Fidget Toy

26 x 16 x 11 in.
66.04 x 40.64 x 27.94 cm.









Half-Life 2, 2023
Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), Zara RHINESTONE BOX BAG, 

Zara JEWEL TOP - Anthracite grey, WXJ13 Swivel Clasps Lanyard Snap Hook Lobster Claw Clasp and 
Keychain Rings

52 x 17 x 5.5 in.
132.08 x 43.18 x 13.97 cm.









Half-Life 3, 2023
Betsey Johnson Women's Cady Ankle Boot, Natoli Block End Table by Wade Logan®

24 x 16 x 16 in.
60.96 x 40.64 x 40.64 cm.









Half-Life 4, 2023
Zara Shiny Halter Dress, The Dreidel Company Steel Metal Play Handcuffs Pretend Police Hero Cops 

Halloween Dress Up, Birthday Party Gatherings, Party Favors, solaround Acrylic Narrow Bookcase Skinny 
Bookshelf Modern Display Storage Organizer for Living Room Office Bathroom (Clear, 3 Tier)

35.5 x 12 x 12.5 in.
90.17 x 30.48 x 31.75 cm.









Half-Life 5, 2023
Womans Round Ball Clutch Handbag Dazzling Full Rhinestone Tassles Ring Handle Purse Evening Bag 

Women Round Ball Crystal Evening Clutch Purse Tassel Wedding Party Handbags (Black), Addison Glam 
Mirrored Accent Table Silver - Christopher Knight Home, Pistol Shot Glass, Rollei Rolleicord V TLR Film 

Camera w/75mm f3.5 Xenar Lens
60 x 18 x 22 in.

152.4 x 45.72 x 55.88 cm.









Half-Life 6, 2023
Storage with Style Pull Out Drawer by Hardware Resources, Rhinestone Jewelry Corporation #17012 - Fringe 

Hoop Earrings - 5", Carla Beveled Mirror End Table by Orren Ellis
47 x 12 x 12 in.

119.38 x 30.48 x 30.48 cm.









Half-Life 7, 2023
Chef's Star Globe Decanter Set for Whiskey, Cognac, Wine, Vodka, Bourbon, Glass Ship Decanter with 

Funnel, 2 Globe Etched Glasses, Auda Z Shaped Side Table Mirror - Christopher Knight Home
24 x 20 x 14 in.

60.96 x 50.8 x 35.56 cm.









Half-Life 8, 2023
Dex Modern Acrylic Domino Set, Pistol Shot Glass, 

Aami Hourglass Side Table Silver - Christopher Knight Home
20.5 x 12 x 12.5 in.

57.07 x 30.48 x 31.75 cm.









Half-Life 9, 2023
Vintage Polaroid Model 350 Land Camera — 1960s, The Dreidel Company Steel Metal Play Handcuffs 

Pretend Police Hero Cops Halloween Dress Up, Birthday Party Gatherings, Party Favors, keys, Town Square 
Chrome End Table with Shelf - Breighton Home, SUUNTO A-30 Compass: Compact, hiking compass with 

luminous markings in low light, Yeezus Explicit Format: Audio CD
24 x 16 x 16 in.

60.96 x 40.64 x 40.64 cm.









Half-Life 10, 2023
Braun Nizo 801 Silver super 8 movie camera 7-80mm F/1.8 with battery mod, Sunnytech Hot Air Stirling 

Engine Colorful LED Flywheel Education Toy Electricity Power Generator Model (M14-03-L Black), 24" Meria 
Accent Table Mirrored - Acme Furniture

20 x 16 x 24 in.
50.8 x 40.64 x 60.96 cm.









Half-Life 11, 2023
Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), Crave Vesper Vibrator 

Necklace, GUOZI Womens Round Ball Bag Crystal Evening Clutch Purse with Tassel, Glitter Rhinestones 
Handbag for Wedding Party, DesignB London Sagittarius stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB 

London Libra stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Pisces stainless steel starsign 
necklace in silver, DesignB London Capricorn star sign necklace in silver, DesignB London Taurus stainless 
steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Aries stainless steel star sign necklace in silver, DesignB 

London Aquarius stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Cancer stainless steel starsign 
necklace in silver

52 x 27.5 x 0.5 in.
132.08 x 69.85 x 1.27 cm.









Half-Life 12, 2023
Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), Crave Vesper Vibrator Necklace, 

GUOZI Womens Round Ball Bag Crystal Evening Clutch Purse with Tassel, Glitter Rhinestones Handbag for 
Wedding Party, DesignB London Sagittarius stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Libra 
stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Pisces stainless steel starsign necklace in silver, 

DesignB London Capricorn star sign necklace in silver, DesignB London Taurus stainless steel starsign necklace 
in silver, DesignB London Aries stainless steel star sign necklace in silver, DesignB London Aquarius stainless 

steel starsign necklace in silver, DesignB London Cancer stainless steel starsign necklace in silver
52 x 27.5 x 0.5 in.

132.08 x 69.85 x 1.27 cm.









Half-Life 13, 2023
Mercer41 Seifert Luminous Beveled Mirror Vanity Tray, AllModern Fenmore Block End Table

17 x 13.5 x 14 in.
43.18 x 34.29 x 35.56 cm.









Half-Life 14, 2023
Acne Studios River Stay Black Slim Fit Jeans, Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music 
Stand (Chrome), MineSign Rhinestone Choker Necklace Long Tassels Choker Wide Chain Necklace Fashion 

Jewelry Silver
56 x 23 x 11.5 in.

142.24 x 58.42 x 29.21 cm.









Half-Life 15, 2023
Yashica 635 Double Format TLR Film Camera w/80mm 3.5 Yashikor Medium Format & 35mm - FOR PARTS 

or Repair - Adapter not Included, The Dreidel Company Steel Metal Play Handcuffs Pretend Police Hero 
Cops Halloween Dress Up, Birthday Party Gatherings, Party Favors Keys, Denix Desert Eagle Non-Firing Prop 

Replica Pistol in Nickel Finish, Aiden Lane Malissa Mirrored Console Table with Storage Silver
29.5 x 42 x 16.5 in.

74.93 x 106.68 x 41.91 cm.









Half-Life 16, 2023
ZARA MLTRY JMPST 09, Cymax Business 29.53'' Wide Genuine Leather Foldable Accent Lounge Chair (White), 

Simplee Apparel Women's Long Sleeve Fluffy Faux Fur Warm Coat, The Dreidel Company Steel Metal Play 
Handcuffs Pretend Police Hero Cops Halloween Dress Up, Birthday Party Gatherings, Party Favors,Brass Sextant, 

mookaitedecor Natural Raw Amber Calcite Crystal Cluster Geode Stone Mineral Specimen Gemstone for Reiki 
Healing Home Decoration(0.22-0.33 lb), Set of 4 Diamond Whiskey & Wine Glasses 10oz - Wine, Whiskey, Water, 
Diamond Shaped, Diamonds Collection Sparkle Patented Wine Savant - Stands Alone, Or on Stand, Paco Rabanne 

One Million For Men 2 Piece Tin Box Set (3.4 Oz Eau De Toilette Spray + 10ml Travel Spray), Paco Rabanne 1 
Million Parfum Mini Splash for Men .17 oz, White Girls Paperback – July 9, 2019 by Hilton Als (Author), Joan 

Didion: What She Means Hardcover – November 8, 2022 by Joan Didion (Author, Contributor), Hilton Als (Editor), 
Connie Butler (Editor), Ann Philbin (Introduction), Melissa & Doug Mine to Love Doll Armoire, Kuang Women 

Case Shape Shoulder Bag Pu Leather Storage Holder Mini Purse Chains Box Clutch Evening HandBags, Virginia 
Black American Whiskey, CB2 Gold Calculator, The Wine Savant Pistol Whiskey Gun Decanter & Pistol Shot 

Glasses Set - Comes with A large Carrying Case - Drinking Party Accessories, Pistol Gun Liquor Decanter Bottle 
Great Gift!, NEW CATALOGUE - BROCHURE DENIX REPLICAS 2021, Liquid Death Mountain Water

Dimensions Variable











Greater New York, 
MoMA PS1

07 October 2021 - 18 
April 2022





















You need to prove to me that I can count 
on you to be loyal, 2021
ASOS Moss London – Gray Velvet Suit 
Jacket, ASOS Moss London – Gray Velvet 
Suit Pants, Liberty Imports Heavy Duty 
Diecast Metal Stainless Steel Handcuffs 
with Keys Bulk Party Favors for Police Kids 
Role Play, Vorage Set of 20 Keyrings with 
Stainless Steel Key Rings, Carabiner Hooks 
with Key Fob 25mm (Silver), Ikea Tobias 
Chairs, Clear Amac Boxes, Mirrors
45 1/4 x 72 1/8 x 23 5/8 in
115 x 183 x 60 cm





You are incredibly sexy but you are way too much work, 2021
Chandelier Ceiling Light Ceiling Light 3 Lights, Christoph Palme Leuchten Crystal Birnel L. 63mm 7pcs Crystal 

Lace Pendulum Rainbow Crystal Window Decoration Feng Shui 30% Lead Crystal Sun Catcher, You've Got 
Chainmail Cowl Dress

92 1/2 x 16 1/2 x 16 1/2 in
235 x 42 x 42 cm





Afterparty for Mirror 
Cells, Whitney Museum 

of American Art, The 
Jane Hotel, New York 

(Elaine), 2016
C-print in polished 

aluminum frame
27 1/8 x 40 1/2 x 1 5/8 

in
68.9 x 102.9 x 4 cm



Gift Message (TOM FORD 
METALLIC COTTON 
BOXER BRIEFS), 
Sweetwater, Berlin, 2021
C-print in polished 
aluminum frame
27 1/8 x 40 1/2 x 1 5/8 
in
68.9 x 102.9 x 4 cm



that other world, the 
world of the teapot. 
tenderness, a model 
kestner gesellschaft, 

Hannover, DE
 25 June - 25 September 

2022







Before I met you the world seemed 
like such a big place… now there is 
only this shop
Sweetwater Gallery
Berlin, Germany
5 February - 26 March 2022





Untitled, 2018/2022
Saint Mossi Chandelier Modern K9 Crystal Raindrop Chandelier Lighting Flush mount LED Ceiling Light 
Fixture Pendant Lamp for Dining Room Bathroom Bedroom Living room, Stölzle Cocktail-/Champagne 
coupe 230ml BAR 08, Schloss Biebrich Sekt Fine Sparkling Wine, mirrors
67 x 24 x 30 in / 170 x 61 x 76 cm







He's younger than you, 2016
Standard definition video
29 minutes, 52 seconds



ALIEN NATION
von ammon co

Washington, DC
17 July - 31 August 2021







Duel, 2020
jackets, music stands, mirror, replica handcuffs, replica guns
dimensions variable





FOCUS GROUP 3
von ammon co, 
Washington, DC
17 July - 31 August 
2022





You look poor, 2022
ASOS LUXE maxi faux fur coat in chestnut, Holylove Costume Women Necklace, Chunky Necklaces for 
Women, Bib Collar Necks Chokers, Gargantillas De Mujer Elegantes, Simmi London Wide Fit Minar over the 
knee boots in brown snake, Denix Desert Eagle Non-Firing Prop Replica Pistol in Nickel Finish, 
Found Mauve Velvet and Gold seat, 40 x 16 x 20 in. / 101.60 x 40.64 x 50.80 cm







Could you bare your torso?, luav University of Venice, 59th Venice Biennale, Venice, IT, 21 April- 10 July 2022



























Call it what 
you want
Sweetwater Gallery, 
Berlin, DE
30 April- 19 June 2021











The Glass Cage by Georges Simenon from Vaterdrum, Mutterdrum, Michdrum, 2021





I don’t want either of us to regret this, 2021
Sony Trinitron PVM-9L2 (2), Glass vitrine shelves (2), Vaultz Combination Lock Box Clear Acrylic and Steel (2), 
Sony Clear Voice Plus (2), Camera Lens Commuter Mug White (2), 
media player, video





Mutterdrum from Vaterdrum, Mutterdrum, Michdrum, 2021
SONGMICS Heavy Duty Clothes Rack Coat Rack on Wheels (2), Floor Standing Sign Holder - Single Tier 
Chrome, Pearl CRB524P C730 Crystal Beat Fusion Shell Drum Set Acrylic, Liberty Imports Heavy Duty Diecast 
Metal Stainless Steel Handcuffs with Keys Bulk Party Favors for Police Kids Role Play (6), The Glass Cage by 
Georges Simenon





Flyover state, 2021
Amazing Hasselblad 500cm Camera Suitcase 
Case Briefcase, Clear Amac Boxes (8), Mirrors
26 x 18.75 x 5.75 in / 66.04 x 47.63 x 14.61 cm





I put all of my energy into this tower, 2021
Kiev 88, Alco 8601 Letterbox, Varnished Silver (5), Mirrors
12.20 x 14.17 x 5.91 in / 31 x 36 x 15 cm





Without trousers (Suitmeister), 2021
Suitmeister - Sequins Blazer Silver - Disco Glitter Party Blazer for Men - Christmas Mardi Gras Halloween 
Costume Party Silver Blazer- Size L, carabiner hooks with key fob 25 mm (silver), Hamilton Stands KB400 
Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), StarSide Crystal Chandelier Teardrop Prisms 
50mm





Overdressed (Silver), 2019
Rachel Zoe Metallic-Fringe Sheath Dress, New Look Fluffy Faux 
Fur Collarless Jacket - Light gray / L, Crystal Chandelier 
Teardrop Prisms 50mm, Crystal Beads Clear Chandelier Bead 
Lamp Chain, Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding 
Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), K’ryssma Grey Lace Front Wigs for 
Women - Glueless Long Natural Straight T4503 Silver Gray 
Synthetic Wig Heat Resistant Replacement Full Wig (22 inch)





Up to here, 2019
A1A9 Modern Elegant Chandelier, Clear K9 Crystal Droplets Ceiling Lights with 6-Light Luxury LED Pendant 
Light for Dining Room Living Room Foyer Hallway Staircase Home Décor (3), Classic chandelier made of 
metal/acrylic in chrome pendant lamp 5 bulbs 5 x E14 each 40 watts max. 165 cm (height adjustable) 
modern pendant light suitable for LED bulbs, vintage/retro design (5)



FIAC, Solo Presentation: 
Kayode Ojo, 20 October - 
24 October 2021,Paris, 
FR







Censuré (Roses, Berlin, DE), 
2021, C-print in polished 
aluminum frame, 27 1/8 x 
40 1/2 x 1 5/8 in / 68.9 x 
102.9 x 4 cm, Edition of 3 
plus 1 artist's proof



Censuré (Broken Glasses, 
Berlin, DE), 2021, C-print in 

polished aluminum frame 27 
1/8 x 40 1/2 x 1 5/8 in / 

68.9 x 102.9 x 4 cm Edition 
of 3 plus 1 artist's proof



Censuré (Restaurant 
Elsbethenstübli, Basel, CH), 
2019, C-print in polished 
aluminum frame, 27 1/8 x 40 
1/2 x 1 5/8 in / 68.9 x 102.9 
x 4 cm, Edition of 3 plus 1 
artist's proof



Censuré (Chateau 
Marmont, Los Angeles, 

US), 2020, C-print in 
polished aluminum 

frame, 27 1/8 x 40 1/2 x 
1 5/8 in / 68.9 x 102.9 x 
4 cm, Edition of 3 plus 1 

artist's proof



Lost & Found
Martos Gallery, 
New York, NY
5 February - 27 March 2021





Ice Queen, 2020, 
Zara Sequin Knit Dresses, Voarge Set of 20 Keyrings with Stainless 

Steel Key Rings, Carabiner Hooks with Key Fob 25 mm (Silver), Ikea 
Tobias Chairs, Clear Amac Boxes, Glacier Bay Beveled Edge Bath 

Mirrors, Victorinox Swiss Army Knives silvertech, 48 × 72 × 30 in / 
121.92 x 182.88 x 76.20 cm



Lucky For Men
Bortolami Gallery, New York, NY
15 January- 27 February 2021





Lying Is the Most Fun a Girl Can Have Without Taking Her Clothes Off, 2020 
Zara Limited Edition Jewel Tops, Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music 

Stands (Chrome), CB2 Exclusive Large Mod Lockers
88 × 64 × 22 1/2 in / 224 × 163 × 57 cm





you’re one of the tallest women i know, 2020 
Crystal Chandelier Beads Beebel Clear Glass Crystal Beads Lamp Chain Garland for Chandelier Prism 

Octagon Beads Chain for Wedding Home and DIY Craft Jewelry Decoration Chain, Hamilton Stands KB400 
Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), Liberty Imports Heavy Duty Diecast Metal Stainless 

Steel Keys – 
Bulk Party Favors for Police Kids Role Play

52 × 22 1/2 × 16 in / 132 × 57 × 41 cm





The Aviator
Martos Gallery, 
New York, NY
15 September- 25 October 2020













a good ol’ fashion nightmare, 2020
ASOS aviator glasses, earrings, Crystal Chandelier Beads 
Beebel Clear, Glass Crystal Beads Lamp Chain Garland for 
Chandelier Prism Octagon, Beads Chain for Wedding Home 
and DIY Craft Jewelry Decoration Chain, American Eagle 
aviator sunglasses





5’11”, 2020
Manual Refractor Phoropter Optical Phoropter, 
Liberty Imports Heavy Duty Diecast Metal, Stainless 
Steel Handcuffs with Keys - Bulk Party
Favors for Police Kids Role Play



don’t you dare, 2020
SlayStation 2.0 Tabletop and Drawer unit bundle, 

Desert Eagle Guns





everybody knows i’m deaf i’m not going to try to hide it, 2020
Wayfair acrylic folding tray table by Design Styles, Roffee Musical instrument acrylic transparent 
body silver plated clarinet, Polaroid, Transparent Sun 660 600 camera, Aviator gin





i’ll go on losing millions it’s just what i do, 2020, glass, mirror, Crate and Barrel champagne glasses, Timeformachine, Heavenly Hercules model airplanes





where did all the money go?, 2020
Milo Baughman Style Two-Tier Chrome Bar Cart and GRAFLEX CROWN GRAPHIC POLICE CAMERA KIT





this is not how these hearings are going to be conducted, 2020
Victorinox Swiss Army Knives silvertech, Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand 
(Chrome)







let him speak, 2020
Pioneer International - Trial Lens Set - Concave / 
Convex Sphere & Cylinder Used titanium optical 
trial frame optometry instruments, glass, mirror, 
Clear Amac boxes, Sunnytech Hot Air Sterling 
Engine Motors Model Education Toy Electricity 
Generator Colorful LED (SC001)





why not tell the truth for once, 2020
Liberty Imports Heavy Duty Diecast Metal Stainless Steel Handcuffs with Keys - Bulk Party Favors for Police 
Kids Role Play, Hamilton Stands, KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome)





Never Been Kissed
Praz-Delavallade, Los Angeles, CA
14 February – 28 March 2020















Afterparty for Robert Bittenbender and Maggie Lee "Flowers in the Attic" at Bed Stuy Love Affair, The Cardinal, 
New York, NY, Valentine's Day, 2015, Uniqlo (White), 2019, Uniqlo Jeans, JANE STONE Sexy Gold Color Tassel 
Body Chain Necklace Fashion Statement Jewelry (Fn1095), Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding 
Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), Glacier Bay Beveled Edge Bath Mirror, Dimensions Variable



Holy Mountain, July, New York, NY, 2016, 2020 
Lambda Type C print on FujiFilm, Crystal Archive Paper, gold frame, 

30 x 40 x 1.75 in / 76.2 x 101.6 x 4.4 cm, Edition of 3 + 2 AP



Closed Audition, White Uniqlo Jeans, JANE STONE Sexy Gold Color Tassel Body Chain Necklace 
Fashion Statement Jewelry(Fn1095), 2020, Lambda Type C print on FujiFilm Crystal Archive Paper, 
gold frame, 30 x 40 x 1.75 in / 76.2 x 101.6 x 4.4 cm, Edition of 3 + 2 AP



$50 for the Powder Room, 2020 
Mailbox, mirrors, Tom Ford Bare Peach lipstick, Montale Paris Dark Aoud 

Eau De Parfum, 19 x 18.50  x 7.50 in / 48.3 x 47 x 19.1 cm



Relax, 2020 
Acrylic serving tray, dissection set, Vintage Handcrafted Wood Camera Argus C3 35mm, Virginia 
Black American Whiskey, 30 x 19 x 15 in / 76.2 x 48.3 x 38.1 cm



Sorry, Charlie, 2020 
Vintage maroon leather briefcase, Minolta 16 MG miniature spy camera, vintage latex condom gold 

coin, two Colt 1911 gold guns, Milo Baughman style sculptural brass side table, 34 x 27 x 27 in / 
86.4 x 68.6 x 68.6 cm



Vassily Interrupted (Los Angeles), 2020 
Vassily style chair, gold sequin dress, beveled mirror, eight Amac acrylic boxes, 41 x 36 x 37 in / 
104.1 x 91.4 x 94 cm



Skyfall (Praz-Delavallade), 2020, Glass and metalized Mylar 
tape, 20 x 77 x 62 1/2 in / 50.8 x 195.6 x 158.8 cm



You dressed him like 
me? curated by Gea Politi 
and Cristiano 
Seganfreddo for Ethic Era 
in collaboration with the 
United Nations and the 
World Trade 
Organization
Giardino Segreto, Milan, 
IT
08 - 26 April 2019

















LISTE Art Fair Basel, 
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Scorched Bedroom, Paris (Cartier), 2018, C-print mounted on museum board, 39 × 26 in / 99.06 x 66.04 
cm 



Closed Audition: Balenciaga Bootcut, 2018, C-print mounted on museum board, 39 × 26 in / 99.06 x 
66.04 cm 



Reaching Out (UK), 2018 C-print 
mounted on museum board
26.38 x 39 in / 67 x 101.30 cm



Undressed (The Four Seasons, Seagram), 
K'ryssma Long Natural Straight Brown Lace Front Wig Half Hand Tied Realistic Looking Glueless Synthetic Wigs 
for Women 24 inches, Topwholesalejewel Bridal Long 5 Strands Silver Crystal Earrings, DAY.LIN Jewelry Ladies 

Body Chain Women Nightclub Party Body Chain Jewelry Bikini Waist Gold Belly Beach Harness (Silver),  H&M Size 
12 14 20s Flapper Gatsby Deco Fringe Tassel Gold Dress, 

Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), 55.25 x 20.50  x 18 inches / 
140.35 x 52.07 x 45.72 cm



House Call, 2018
Wheeled Serving Cart with Finials Chrome and Clear, Mathieu 
Rectal Speculum OB/GYN Medical G.S Instruments, Vermont 
Lanterns Brass Mini XL 7" - Small Oil Lamp (Nickel Chrome), 
Parker 99R Safety Razor Shave Set - Includes Premium Black 
Badger Brush, Stainless Steel Stand & Parker 99R Butterfly Open 
Safety Razor, 32 x 19.50 x 33 inches / 81.28 x 49.53 x 83.82 
cm



A Straight Razor in the First Act (Chrome Brown Marble), 2018 
Polaris Clock Black & Gold Marble, Classic Samurai CS-102 Stainless Steel Professional Barber 

Straight Edge Razor, Colbi Glass-Topped C-Table - Holly & Martin, 32 x 12 x 16 in / 81.28 x 30.48 
x 40.64 cm



Echo (Cartier Love Silver), 2018, Men Women Steel Fashion Love Screwdriver Bangle Bracelet Gift 
US, Chrome Caliper Stand, Acme Furniture Acme 81822, Laina Side Table, Mirror & Chrome, 32 x 
11.50 x 15.50 in / 81.28 x 29.21 x 39.37 cm



I’m Fine, 2018, Zikimed 50 Ml Revolver Syringes, Glass Barrel, 
Luer Lock (Animal Only), Master Series Ultimate Male Lockdown Chastity System, Howard Elliott 

11184 Mirrored Pedestal Table, 33 x 12 x 12 in / 83.82 x 30.48 x 30.48 cm



Closer
Sweetwater Gallery, Berlin,
22 September - 17 
November 2018









Reaching Out (IT), 2016
Framed archival pigment print



Reaching Out (US), 2015
Framed archival pigment print



Reaching Out (AU), 2017
Framed archival pigment print



Reaching Out (EU), 2015
Framed archival pigment print



Reaching Out (DE), 2016
Framed archival pigment print



Reaching Out (BE), 2018
Framed archival pigment print



Silver (Dallas) IV, 2018
Framed archival pigment print



Silver (Dallas) I, 2018
Framed archival pigment print



Silver (Dallas) II, 2018
Framed archival pigment print



Silver (Dallas) III, 2018
Framed archival pigment print



Show ‘Em What’s Underneath, 2018
Sony Trinitron Color TV KV-16WT, white bedside table, HD video (42 seconds, looped)



He Valued His Privacy, 2018
Saint Mossi 2-Tier Modern Modern Elegant Crystal Glass Chandelier Pendant Ceiling Lighting - 9 

E14 Lights, Door Curtain Crystal Garland Crystal Clear Acrylic Bead Garland Door Curtain 
Hanging Party Decor Wedding DIY Decor Pendant Bead Curtain (with Crystals Diamond)





Kravitz, Stockholm (ASOS), 2018
ASOS Extreme Super Skinny Jeans In Leather Look Black, DAY.LIN Jewelry Ladies Body Chain Women 
Nightclub Party Body Chain Jewelry Bikini Waist Gold Belly Beach Harness (Silver), Hamilton Stands KB400 
Classic American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome)





Lucien, New York, New York, 2016
Framed archival pigment print



Betrayal
Galerie Balice Hertling, 
Paris, FR
6 September - 
6 October 2018































Running on Empty
And Now, Dallas, TX 

07 April- 12 May 2018































“Half-Life 3,” by Kayode Ojo with an ankle boot by Betsey Johnson and a 
Natoli block end table by Wade Logan. (Vivian Doering/Von Ammon Co.)

MARK JENKINS | 10 FEB 2023

Consumerism is a frequent theme at Von Ammon Co. gallery, so it’s unsurprising that 
its current show resembles a boutique, albeit an unusually gloomy one. Kayode Ojo has 
arranged a variety of products — mostly black, silver or clear — in tidy if often curious 
juxtapositions. Illuminated only by ambient light from windows and a skylight, 
“Half-Life” appears both glamorous and sepulchral.

The son of Nigerian immigrants, Ojo grew up in Tennessee and is now based in New 
York. He buys, collects and assembles such trash-posh items as costume jewelry, 
rhinestone boots and faux-fur coats. He arrays them on transparent boxes and chrome 
stands that are integral to the overall assemblages. Many of the articles evoke violence 
or mortality: Gun-shaped objects are common, and one tableau features a glass model 
of a human heart placed inside a see-through storage locker. The artist, who’s also a 
photographer, positions multiple cameras among the assorted furnishings.

In one piece, a shiny black halter dress is draped on a clear plastic organizer and 
entwined with a pair of steel “play handcuffs.” Both can be seen as fetish objects, but 
then so can everything in “Half-Life.” Ojo simultaneously critiques and celebrates flashy 
status symbols.



View of “Kayode Ojo: Half-Life,” 2023

Kayode Ojo’s “Half-Life,” the artist’s first solo outing in Washington, DC, is a haunting 
and deeply romantic presentation that features sixteen new sculptures comprising an 
assortment of luxe-looking goods, from vintage cameras and shiny handcuffs to beaded 
handbags and a pair of rhinestone boots atop a mirrored pedestal. Yet despite the 
factory-fresh sheen of his materials, the show is suffused with a deathly air—the artist 
has turned the gallery into a funeral showroom.

Ojo’s hand is surgical and exacting. His art, rife with unblemished, reflective surfaces, 
achieves a clean and precise symmetry. Though we are not invited to touch, the work is 
very much about seeing and being seen. While the show is starkly 
monochromatic—black leather, sparkling glass, silvery chains, polished steel—flashes of 
color crop up here and there, as we see in the gilded shimmer of a calculator from CB2, 
the yellow cover of Hilton Als’s essay collection White Girls (2013), and a brown bottle of 
Virginia Black American Whiskey, all of which are part of the sculpture Half-Life 16, 
2023. The work’s material list reads like an absurdist poem: ZARA MLTRY JMPST 09, 
Cymax Business 29.53" wide genuine leather foldable accent lounge chair (white), 
Simplee Apparel women’s long sleeve fluffy faux-fur warm coat, The Dreidel Company 
steel metal play handcuffs pretend police hero cops Halloween dress-up, and so on. It is 
an excess of fast-fashion items, cheap things made to appear expensive—an opulence 
that is more gold-plated than genuine gold.

The melancholy embedded in Ojo’s art is palpable as you move through the show, but 
there’s also a sense of exuberance, as if one is dancing at the end of some 
fabulous—and final—party. “Half-Life” offers up an elegant ache, an exhibition of 
gleaming objects that reflect the strange conditions of our dire present. 

TERI HENDERSON | 31 JAN 2023



Kayode Ojo, Censuré (Cigar, Private Club, Köln, DE), 2019, C-print in polished 
aluminum frame, 69 × 103 × 4 cm. Courtesy: the artist and Sweetwater, Berlin

Kayode Ojo's Embarrassment of Riches
Simon Wu considers how the artist’s shiny sculptural configurations 
reflect the art world’s taste back at itself

SIMON WU |  28 APR 22

‘No, this isn’t where Anna Delvey stayed!’ the artist Kayode Ojo retorts, as he greets me in the garden 
of New York’s Public Hotel. We are meeting here because it is close to his studio and because he finds 
the building’s architecture interesting – a project of hotelier Ian Schrager, who designed the famous 
nightclub Studio 54. Ojo’s rolodex of references is indiscriminate – from the paeans of Taylor Swift to 
the novels of Bret Easton Ellis – but he has a particular fascination with modernist architecture, 
especially the brutalist architect Paul Rudolph. ‘Brutalism fell out of fashion because it failed to deliver 
on its promises of transparency,’ he says. We look up at the hotel’s glazed windows. ‘You think you 
can see through the building, and have this sense of access, but the people with power are private, 
hidden.’

At the time of our meeting, Ojo is working on a show set to open this spring, concurrent with the 
Venice Biennale, at the Istituto Universitario di Architettura di Venezia. For reasons partly logistical, 
partly artistic, he is planning the largest-scale installation he’s ever made: a huge ‘body chain’ of 
handcuffs, rings and earrings of the kind featured in his sculpture You need to prove to me that I can 
count on you to be loyal (2021). Such recurring sculptural configurations have come to define Ojo’s 
oeuvre: an unsettling mirage of high taste (Marcel Breuer-style chairs, designer clothes, vintage finds) 
conjured through humble means (eBay, IKEA and Zara). The work comprises two IKEA chairs, made of 
Lucite and chrome, queued one in front of the other to resemble a narrow chariot. Each chair balances 
on four plastic boxes set along a mirror on the floor. A powder-blue suit jacket and pants are draped 
over the chairs, connected by a glittery rein of cufflinks and keyrings. The pastel colour of the 
vestments placates; the chrome sheen provokes. Looking down into the mirror, you feel on edge as 
you notice the precariousness of the arrangement – like entering a glassware store as a child. Ojo lays 
bare the economic operation of art made possible by the readymade: take inexpensive things, put 
them in a gallery and they will become expensive. ‘The art world is part of my medium,’ he says 
confidently. In Undressed (The Four Seasons, Seagram) (2018), for instance, an H&M fringe dress and a 
long wig are draped over a Hamilton KB400 music stand, like a diva in repose. The media inventory 
includes the hairpiece’s full Amazon listing: ‘K’ryssma Long Natural Straight Brown Lace Front Wig Half 
Hand Tied Realistic Looking Glueless Synthetic Wigs for Women 24 inches’. This commitment to an 
artwork’s material origins aligns with the practice of Cameron Rowland, who also seeks to make visible 
the routes by which objects arrive at an art space, or the unnerving material lineages of Danh Vo, 
whose installation 08:43, 26.05 (2009), for instance, displayed a chandelier that had hung in the 
ballroom of the Hotel Majestic where the Paris Peace Accords were signed in 1973. Ojo’s objects may 
be more common – fast fashion, furniture, interior decor – but their material histories are no less 
disturbing.



‘It’s mostly intuitive,’ Ojo responds when I ask him what kind of objects or garments he’s attracted to. The things that stand out to him aspire towards greater glamour and 
achieve it, despite their modest means. When there is clothing involved, as there often is, he wears the garments to get a sense for their physical qualities, where they might drape 
or bulge. He also puts his materials through what he calls a ‘closed audition’ to see how they will look in a photograph – a process documented in Closed Audition: Balenciaga 
Bootleg (2018), which shows Ojo wearing the garment and sitting on an IKEA Lucite chair. Rather than take a picture of his meticulously arranged mises-en-scène, Ojo understands 
that his sculptural installations will inevitably exist as photographs; digital images to be circulated online. Ojo grew up in Cookeville, Tennessee, and was raised an Evangelical 
Christian by his academic parents, who were discreetly but devoutly religious. ‘We worshipped at home because the local churches weren’t good enough, even though there were 
plenty. We read the bible every day, twice a day.’ Ironically, Ojo is often approached on the street by religious converts, even though he still carries a bible around with him. ‘Maybe 
no one can tell if I’m a devil or an angel,’ he snickers. ‘My dad says an angel is just a messenger. And what is a contemporary artist if not a messenger?’

Ojo grew up in Cookeville, Tennessee, and was raised an Evangelical Christian by his academic parents, who were discreetly but devoutly religious. ‘We worshipped at home 
because the local churches weren’t good enough, even though there were plenty. We read the bible every day, twice a day.’ Ironically, Ojo is often approached on the street by 
religious converts, even though he still carries a bible around with him. ‘Maybe no one can tell if I’m a devil or an angel,’ he snickers. ‘My dad says an angel is just a messenger. 
And what is a contemporary artist if not a messenger?’

As a teenager, Ojo had a subscription to Details, the now-folded men’s lifestyle magazine, and regularly read GQ, W with the work of Mert Alaş and Marcus Piggott, and the blog 
diary of Hedi Slimane. He still remembers when a branch of Books-A-Million opened in his town, and he was finally able to read French Vogue. In 2008, Ojo moved to New York 
with a dream of becoming a fashion photographer, enrolling at the School of Visual Arts. For an exhibition in his senior year, frustrated by ‘the more expensive the better’ 
attitudes around framing, Ojo made a ‘photograph’ comprising all the component parts of a frame. The piece, titled Structural Integrity (2010), consists of mirrors, imitation gems 
and gold frames, arranged to resemble something like a modernist building held together only by gravity. ‘Any framed photograph is a sculpture,’ Ojo says, with a hint of a smile.

Today, the artist shoots all his photographs on a Yashica T4 – the cult camera made famous by Ryan McGinley and Terry Richardson. For years, he has documented his nights out, 
capturing himself, his lovers and others at parties and openings. ‘I would get bored at a party and, instead of looking at it socially, I would start to look at it formally.’ In his 
photographs, subjects appear with varying levels of identifiability, as bright flashes capture them mid-sentence or mid-dance move. ‘I really like to shoot people having a good 
time. I don’t have many pictures of people looking miserable. There’s a certain type of party, at a certain time of night, where people are really celebrating.’ Some perceive Ojo’s 
practice as an intrusion: ‘At a bar in Germany, I was photographing people’s jewellery – a watch, a necklace – and one man covered his tattoos when I took a picture of him. It 
made me wonder: what was that tattoo? And what did it mean in Germany? Later, a bartender came around and punched me for taking pictures.’ But Ojo cites this as a rare 
reaction: most of the time, people are either bemused or flattered. In fact, protecting the privacy of the subjects in his photographs is very important to him: their faces are almost 
always obscured and their names never revealed in the works’ titles. What kind of access, transparency or opacity we are being granted is unclear. Ojo’s more recent fame, since 
2017, has changed the nature of his night-time photography, however, as people now ask him if the pictures he takes will end up at the Museum of Modern Art. To protect them, 
he has had to make the images more abstract.



These concerns are crystallized in a photograph like Silver (Belgium) (2018), in which a naked young Ojo is embraced by an older, clothed white man whom he met on a dating app. 
‘That photo makes people uncomfortable […] because it’s unclear whether I invited him over to make a picture or whether he let me take that picture because he wanted to have 
sex with me.’ Ojo was interested in the dynamic of bringing a camera into a private space, but those photographs were approached very intentionally. ‘It’s not a hidden camera 
situation. It’s actually the opposite of that. We decided to make a photograph together.’ Generally, race is both omnipresent and submerged within his work, or sublimated into 
broader questions around taste and class.

Before dedicating himself to his art full time, the artist was a self-described ‘gallerina’, working as a desk-boy and archivist at Team Gallery, Salon 94 and the now-defunct Zwirner & 
Wirth. At the latter, he had access to works by photographer Christopher Williams, in particular his images of the Kiev 88 – a Ukrainian copy of a medium-format Hasselblad film SLR 
camera – such as the triptych Kiev 88, 4.6 lbs. (2.1 Kg) Manufacturer: Zavod Arsenal Factory, Kiev, Ukraine Date of Production: 1983–87 Douglas M. Parker Studio, Los Angeles, 
California (2003). This camera would eventually appear in Ojo’s I put all of my energy into this tower (2021), which features an ascension of square boxes, each bedecked in mirror 
panels displaying the internal rigging of a Kiev 88 camera. When I ask him about Williams, he replies: ‘There’s something about California minimalists – their play with transparency, 
dissection and light – that has been continuously intriguing to me.’

It was at Paula Cooper Gallery that Ojo first encountered the work of another key reference: the multi-media artist Paul Pfeiffer. Playroom (2012) – his small, mirrored recreation of a 
‘playroom’ from legendary basketball player Wilt Chamberlain’s Los Angeles mansion, where he allegedly slept with more than 10,000 women – echoes some of the themes around 
transparency, gender and privacy in Ojo’s own practice. ‘That work really shaped my aesthetic sensibility,’ he admits. ‘I am really interested in male sexual psychology and the male 
sexual response. Why would you want to say that you slept with that many women? What is that coming from? Are you mentally and physically OK? Have you seen a doctor?’ 
Pfeiffer’s installation is outfitted with a one-way mirror, so it is reflective for its imagined inhabitants but transparent for external viewers – a kind of sculptural manifestation of the 
bedroom voyeurism explored in Ojo’s Silver (Belgium).

In Venice, Ojo is experimenting with an opening performance, set to take place in the university auditorium. ‘When I say performance, my idea is to have actual students doing their 
actual work while the opening is happening.’ This is an extension of EHKOOO, a Zoom performance Ojo did in collaboration Ebony L. Haynes and the playwright Olu Obafemi in 
2021. Crystallizing some of the themes most present in Ojo’s work, the title of his show in Venice, ‘Would You Bare Your Torso’, draws its name from a scene in a 2021 
documentary called The Most Beautiful Boy in the World, which follows Italian director Luchino Visconti as he tries to cast the role of Tadzio, the cherubic young boy in his 1971 
film Death in Venice. In the film, the main character, an esteemed male composer, becomes obsessed with the boy, gets sick from a plague and dies. Fascinated and repelled in 
equal measure by the obsessive nature of Visconti’s project, Ojo took down some choice quotes, including the director’s unnerving declaration that he had ‘every inch’ of the boy 
photographed.

I tell Ojo that looking at his work opens tiny glass doors inside my chest from which glittery, unsettling things slink out. I think that’s what makes me ask him about Delvey, the 
Russian-German woman who conned hundreds of thousands of dollars out of her wealthy friends just by pretending to be rich, and who has since, enigmatically, become an icon of 
capitalist subterfuge. Ojo hasn’t watched the new Netflix series about Delvey (Inventing Anna, 2022), but he asks if I have seen Sofia Coppola’s The Bling Ring (2013), about a group 
of teenage girls who break into A-listers’ homes, or The Real Story of Paris Hilton (2020) or the best celebrity sex tape ever made: Colin Farrell’s in 2005. Ojo’s practice has the 
same unnerving, can’t-look-away glamour of a celebrity scandal. More so than desire, his work reflects the art world’s taste back at itself. That’s maybe why there’s something 
sinister about his works; they offer not a wealth of riches but an embarrassment of them.



Desire Machines: The Art of Kayode Ojo 

BLAKE OETTING | 19 APR 2022

Kayode Ojo, Vaterdrum, Mutterdrum, Michdrum, 2021. Detail. SONGMICS Heavy Duty Clothes Rack 
Coat Rack on Wheels, Floor Standing Sign Holder – Single Tier Chrome, Pearl CRB524P C730 Crystal 
Beat Fusion Shell Drum Set Acrylic, Liberty Imports Heavy Duty Diecast Metal Stainless Steel 
Handcuffs with Keys Bulk Party Favors for Police Kids Role Play, The Glass Cage by Georges Simenon. 
Vaterdrum e Mutterdrum: 161 × 93 × 45 cm; Michdrum: 137 × 35 × 26 cm; cassa di vetro: 19 × 13 × 
2 cm. Courtesy of the artist and Sweetwater, Berlin. 

As part of his recent show at Sweetwater in Berlin, Kayode Ojo presented an ascending row of letterboxes, 
each opened to display an array of mirrored panels and the internal rigging of a Kiev 88 camera. While the 
work’s title, I put all of my energy into this tower (2021), suggests a level of overwrought tinkering, even 
expressive bombast, the quintuplet of boxes that compose the sculpture is stringently demure. Its 
geometric construction and serial arrangement obscure the artist’s energetic transmission; or, put 
differently, the energy in question seems to have been directed toward self-effacement. Rather than “cool” 
restraint, however, the gulf between the work’s locutionary address — i.e., the claims made for its sprightly 
animation — and the benumbed forms on view in the gallery ultimately suggested an arch sarcasm. Indeed, 
as Chloe Stead notes in a review of the show, the title is in fact a quotation from Ben Wheatley’s 2015 film 
High-Rise. With this work it seems we are even farther from Ojo than we thought, its titular declaration 
revealed to be merely prosthetic. A similar tendency toward bait and switch is evident across much of Ojo’s 
recent production. This work, mostly photography and sculpture, takes its cue from commercial 
presentation schemes like the storefront and vitrine, ushering in a dynamic of desire and deceit native to 
the sale. This is also clear in I put all of my energy into this tower, whose disassembled camera tucked into 
individual showcases frames the gallery as an untypically refined and shiny chop shop. The artist 
consistently returns to these sorts of eclectic materials. Re-functionalizing music stands, bar carts, chairs, 
and other design objects as bespoke pedestals for an array of (seemingly) luxury items, Ojo choreographs a 
series of sly subversions by harnessing the rhetoric of display. As much as these works communicate 
anything about themselves, then, they also act as projection screens for viewers’ interest in particular 
items, ideologies, and ways of looking.

Ojo has a keen eye for sumptuous austerity. One need only consider the AMAC boxes — part of MoMA’s 
design collection — that act as supports in Flyover State (2021) and let him speak (2020) for examples of 
the artist’s incorporation of reduction into a Lucullan lexicon. In these works and others, he tends towards 
T. J. Clark’s thesis that “negation is stylish.” Nevertheless, Ojo’s reductive impulse steers clear of minimalist 
orthodoxy. While Donald Judd disavowed his works’ affinity with “Good Design,” emphasizing instead their 
autotelic lack of external mediation, Ojo’s seductive sculpture falls outside this hermetic materialism. 
Chandeliers, sequined blazers, fringe dresses, champagne glasses, and guns are but some of the goods 
arrayed across Ojo’s idiosyncratic supports, whose glinting surfaces frame the work as equal parts precious 
and provocative. The French call “window shopping” lèche-vitrine, framing the commodity- fetish as an urge 
to lick (the translation of lécher), consume, and satisfy objects on sale. It is this sort of desiring relation that 
is simulated by Ojo’s sculpture.



Rather than minimalism, then, Ojo veers toward work made in the 1980s by the likes Haim Steinbach, whose shelf-sculptures also simulate an experience of shopping, topped as 
they are by organized rows of commercially available objects. As described in a 1986 panel at Pat Hearn Gallery, Steinbach and his peers (Ashley Bickerton, Sherrie Levine, Peter 
Halley, Jeff Koons, and Philip Taaffe joined him in conversation) were no longer convinced by work that broke down “the process of the corruption of truth.” Rather, as Bickerton 
explains, his peers were interested in modeling their psychic attachments to this corruption, particularly that of commodification, using it as a “platform or launching pad for poetic 
discourse in itself.” These artists, like Ojo, seek out a transitive handling of the commodity-form that attracts and refracts back to the viewer their investment in its production. 
Taking a term from Mark Fisher’s writing, we might say they operate under the assumption that contemporary subjects undergo a “precorporation” into capitalism, that collusion is 
both inevitable and a jumping off point for analysis. Rather than repeat a (by now) well- rehearsed reflection on the reified status of the artwork, however, Ojo harnesses the 
commercial frame as an analytical structure to seek out other elements that traffic through the art world and suffer a similar fate, pointing out the public’s participation in this 
process along the way.

Ojo consistently returns to a type of figuration rendered in absentia. Without trousers (Suitmeister) (2021), for instance, features a folded sheet-music stand operating as the skeletal 
substructure for a glittering set of accoutrements: carabiner hooks slung low toward the ground, StarSide Crystal teardrops, and a silver sequin blazer, its left sleeve pointing 
diagonally upward in a limp simulation of disco gyration. Here we have an example of what Robert Slifkin calls “abstract animism,” one pushed to the near edge of representation. 
Apart from the anthropomorphic outline of his works’ assembled components, Ojo’s sculpture indexes — or purports to index — a more potent form of figural residue. For, after 
collecting the clothing for his sculpture, most of it bought online from fast-fashion retailers like Zara or ASOS, Ojo usually tries them on. In turn, the works’ latent sense of presence 
is not only secured through their suggestive postures but also the artist’s performative pretext in which he temporarily occupies the objects on view. Similar to the winking title I put 
all of my energy into this tower, however, one shouldn’t consider Ojo’s imprint on the work as an uncomplicated transmission of his body into the aesthetic field. Rather, he encodes 
another type of misdirection.

As Isabelle Graw has written, “artworks circulate on the market as names.” The minute, arguably nonexistent trace that Ojo leaves in his work puts into relief and embarrasses this 
hunger for artists’ bodies and biographies. In fact, these traces are ultimately hagiographic. Whatever body appears here is the by-product of speculation. Is this mere guesswork, 
however, or, as Graw suggests, a more nefarious, near- financial form of conjecture in which locating the absent artist promises pecuniary advantage? Ojo’s work suggests the latter 
by setting up a viewing situation in which corporeal voids are anxiously filled in the by the audience. Whether these spectral forms are imagined as Ojo or someone else, the 
contemporary demand for figuration is foregrounded either way, framed by the artist as an exercise in consumption. His sculptures also hint at the manner in which identity 
positions are especially subject to this process. Many of his sculptures, like Overdressed (Blush) (2018), feature swishy postures and flamboyant materials that might easily be read 
as “queer.” Furthermore, in I don’t want either of us to regret this (2021) shown at Sweetwater, the artist included a Sony television monitor playing looped footage from Call Me By 
Your Name, providing the work a rather unambiguous gay reference point. These examples feature a series of signaling mechanisms that coalesce into identitarian décor. In turn, 
rather than confirm some sort of ontological essence embodied by his work — which merely waits for the logician properly attuned to its coded iconography — Ojo reveals the 
dialogical construction and desirous fantasy that always define these sorts of assignations.



Afterparty for Robert Bittenbender and Maggie Lee “Flowers in the Attic” at Bed Stuy Love Affair, The Cardinal, New York, NY, Valentine’s Day, 2015, Uniqlo (White) (2019) 
reconfigures the after party into a sculptural format, its expository title time stamping the sculpture and tagging Ojo’s interlocutors. A pair of distressed and dirtied white jeans 
suspend from yet another sheet-music stand just above a mirrored platform, their wear and tear appearing like battle scars from a night on the town. The artist’s physical 
registration on the object, more explicit here than in previous examples, along with the jeans’ melodramatic presentation, imbue them with a mysterious, almost libidinal pull similar 
to that of the relic. The artist, the opening, and the party afterward go through a process of cathexis, coming out the other end in Ojo’s sculpture as constituent features of his 
self-reflexive play with the commodity fetish. In this way, Ojo also grapples with the expansive site of art’s production and the spaces in which it accrues value, contextualizing “the 
apparatus through which the artist is threaded” as a multitudinous array of elements that includes bars, parties, milieux, and other aspects of the social field. If he isn’t the first to 
consider these ostensibly peripheral sites as coextensive with the museum or gallery, outlining the contours of the art “institution” is nevertheless an important and increasingly 
occasional analytical premise. Again, the critical or at least parodic accent of Ojo’s work depends upon the desiring relation established between the viewer and the work, framed as 
it is through the language of commercial presentation (one might reasonably bring up Tobias Spichtig’s recent series of disembodied mannequins for Balenciaga as an example of 
such sculptures’ use within actual stores).

Perusing the various examples described here, it becomes clear how Ojo’s work offers a way out of the division between figurative and abstract practice, between visibility and 
consistently invoked terms like opacity or refusal. Ojo locates a third option, one that aims to understand how representation, bodies, and subjectivity function within the 
aesthetic-commercial frame of the art world, one that derives value from funneling artists through a veritable regime of identification and disclosure. The artist’s choice of materials 
is especially important here. The barrage of reflective surfaces and mirrors that define his work multiplies the sculptures on view as both object and image, always already 
transformed into spectacle. Additionally, if Ojo convincingly arranges his sculptures to offer an air of grandeur, the materials themselves are knock-offs, one short-circuited 
representational scheme among many others. In no way do the concerns outlined here exhaust the intrigue of Ojo’s work; however, his sculptures’ self-reflexive bent to the 
conditions undergirding art’s valuation is, I think, an essential feature of the work’s emphasis on display. Rather than didactic indictments, therefore, Ojo’s critical accent emerges 
through his deft ability to model, anticipating our attractions toward particular interpretive frameworks and key words — biography, body, identity, expression — and reflecting 
them back to us as fetishistic attachments and false starts. These are desire machines, their product corroding the art world’s set of self-assured heuristics that transform artists, 
artwork, and affects into ideological pawns and conceptual punch lines.



Kayode Ojo, Afterparty for Robert Bittenbender and Maggie Lee “Flowers in the Attic” at 
Bed Stuy Love Affair, The Cardinal, New York, NY, Valentine’s Day, 2015, Uniqlo (White), 

2019, Uniqlo jeans, Jane Stone sexy gold-color tassel body-chain necklace fashion statement jewelry 
(Fn1095), Hamilton Stands KB400 classic American folding sheet-music stand (chrome), Glacier Bay 

beveled-edge bath mirror, dimensions variable.

OPENINGS: KAYODE OJO
David Rimanelli on Kayode Ojo

DAVID RIMANELLI | NOVEMBER 2021

Half or more of the best new work in the last few years has been neither painting nor 
sculpture. Usually it has been related, closely or distantly, to one or the other.
—Donald Judd, “Specific Objects,” 1964

THE SCULPTURES OF KAYODE OJO have the vibe of the antique future—wasn’t that the title of 
an important late-1980s group show by Collins & Milazzo? I’m picturing too-sleek 
critical-advertorial art, like the work of Ashley Bickerton and Haim Steinbach, Frank Majore and 
Richard Prince. The monolith from Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey, traveling between 
man’s prehistoric origins and his future-fantastic-frightening destiny, also comes to mind. Yet 
Ojo’s menhirs and boxes, suitcases and vanities, sustain decidedly nontranscendental 
connotations: I’m thinking of those Swiss Army knives you might purchase (if you weren’t me) 
from the Hammacher Schlemmer catalogue. Nose-hair trimmers. Really rad shaving 
accoutrements.

Ojo’s sculptures, all chrome and transparent, Lucite and shiny, look managed, polished, svelte 
and designer and “fancy,” though many of the materials employed over and over again are actually 
pretty cheap: fast fashion from Zara, metal music stands, pedestal tables like the one I saw at 
Home Depot for $266.99. Is there an index to Walter Benjamin that will cross-reference “flashy”? 
Fast fashion is supposed to be bad for the environment, bad for Africa, just really bad; I read 
something to that effect in The Guardian, I think. The point is I’m pretty sure—and if I’m wrong, 
let the artist correct me—Ojo doesn’t really care. The seemingly endemic caring-a-lotness of “the” 
culture isn’t really all that caring; the concern is fake. “Virtue signaling” may be a telltale sign of 
revanchist (at best) attitudinizing; it’s also a pretty spot-on term for all sorts of playacting. 
Cheapness isn’t just from Lot-Less.

Ojo studied photography at New York’s School of Visual Arts, graduating in 2012, though his 
more recent réclame celebrates the sculptures. Understandable, as the latter at least look like 
they’re promising power and wealth and oppression and style, however rickety they appear on 
examination, whereas the men—they’re mostly men and sometimes Ojo in drag—in the 
photographs are human, all too human. If this is fashion, it’s école de Tillmans, vulnerable and 
approachable and real. The see-through histrionics of Ojo’s more material works are pure pretend 
Beyond Good and Evil, all braggart supermen. 



The artist has his share of obvious cool and smart and even beautiful art-historical precursors or models—Banks Violette, Tom Burr, maybe Sylvie Fleury because shiny and shopping; 
more distant, Robert Morris’s mirror works, Robert Smithson’s mirror works, with maybe a California detour through Light and Space and Larry Bell and Craig Kauffman. Mary Corse 
feels too churchy: Once more, Ojo’s work is all very male in its aspirations. Oh, and Jeff Koons because obviously and John Armleder because Swiss.

Tellingly, Morris is the most throbbingly present of Ojo’s 1960s-vanguard precursors, as he was very up-front about the impurities in Minimalist—in his—notions of sculpture, 
whereas it’s rather harder to ascribe that candor to Judd; it’s just plain wrong. Judd might have said he was rigorously anti-idealist and credibly meant it, but after a while all those 
dazzling immaculate boxes and stacks (“one thing after another,” ad infinitum) start to look pretty darn idealist—spiritual, even, if you’re being mean. Morris took the implicit 
psychosis of the Minimalist object to I won’t say its logical extreme, but, you know, to an extreme. Writing a preface to a show of his mirror-modular sculptures at New York’s Leo 
Castelli Gallery in 1979, he tells of how uneasy he was when the mirror insinuated itself into his work; it was “disco degenerate.” But this degeneracy was appealing: “Its very 
suspiciousness seemed a virtue.” This fun attitude—Morris’s embrace of a previously disavowed device, with its flagrant psychologism and galling anthropomorphism—prepares us 
for Ojo’s self-conscious but unselfconscious hustler machines. In Ojo’s hands, the mirror is scopophilic (of course), even pornographic, clean but dirty (don’t touch or it’ll get 
greasy), and slutty, liable to seduce and betray. Ojo exploits his own degeneracy by playing the window dresser in his sculptures, the paparazzo in his photography. I’m reminded of 
a line from one of Flaubert’s letters to poor, poor pitiful Louise Colet about Madame Bovary: “The entire value of my book, if it has any, will consist of my having known how to walk 
straight ahead on a hair, balanced above the two abysses of lyricism and vulgarity.”

Ojo’s sculptures and photographs, taken together, at first puzzled me. I didn’t understand the relationship between them; the photography seemed to belong to a very different 
artist. But both photography and sculptures are setups; they speak like mise-en-scènes, with stage directions and art directions. Many of Ojo’s photographs skirt the border between 
staged and point-and-shoot aesthetics; documentary premises are invaded by the spirit of “critical” photography. Maybe it’s a matter of his photos’ being aspirational: Some are like 
party photographs, à la the Cobrasnake, or like Nan Goldin (aspirational in its own way). Like Ojo’s sculptures, these flash photos are filled with signifiers of a certain kind of 
success.

David Rimanelli is a contributing editor of Artforum.



Kayode Ojo, Without trousers (Suitmeister), 2021, Suitmeister – Sequins Blazer Silver – 
Disco Glitter Party Blazer for Men – Christmas Mardi Gras Halloween Costume Party Silver 

Blazer- Size L, carabiner hooks with key fob 25 mm (silver), Hamilton Stands KB400 Classic 
American Folding Sheet Music Stand (Chrome), StarSide Crystal Chandelier Teardrop Prisms 

50mm, 53 1/2 x 16 7/8 x 16 7/8 inches.
Installation view: Kayode Ojo, Call it what you want, Sweetwater, Berlin. April 30 – June 19, 

2021. Courtesy of Kayode Ojo and Sweetwater, Berlin.

Kayode Ojo Lets You Call His Latest Exhibition What You Want

LOUIS-PHILIPPE VAN EECKHOUTTE | 18 MAY 2021

The New York-based artist Kayode Ojo gathers readymade materials such as chandeliers, evening 
gowns, chains, faux crystal, sheet music stands, and acrylic beaded door curtains in his 
installations that reference fashion and consumer culture. The objects are often placed atop 
mirrored or chrome pedestals like those in luxury department stores windows, with which they 
share the allure of aspiration. His usage of counterfeit materials that look like their authentic 
counterparts reflect society’s fixation on self-representation, class aspirations and the anxieties 
inherent to aesthetic choices. In recent years, Ojo has had exhibitions at Martos Gallery in New 
York, PrazDelavallade in Los Angeles, and Balice Hertling in Paris. We caught up with him before 
the opening of his solo exhibition at Sweetwater Gallery in Berlin.

LOUIS-PHILIPPE VAN EECKHOUTTE: The title of your upcoming exhibition is Call it what you want. 
Does it refer to the Taylor Swift song?

KAYODE OJO: It’s also a song by Foster the People. We had long conversations here in Berlin 
about music and about electroclash and about this period of time of bedroom rock. I remember 
that it’s also a song by Taylor Swift. I made a lot of work about Taylor Swift. She is from 
Pennsylvania, but she plays off that she’s kind of from the South. I think she went to Belmont, the 
music business university. It’s an hour away from where I grew up.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: You grew up in Tennessee?

OJO:  Yes. Born and raised. Call it what you want is a strange title for an exhibition. I did a show 
once and the hosts didn’t ask me about the title, I just saw a poster and they had just called it 
what they wanted.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: What shifts within the work will people see between this exhibition and 
previous solos? 

OJO: This one is not directly based on a film and there has been a shift towards masculinity.



VAN EECKHOUTTE: Does the work mostly happen in the studio or during install at the gallery?

OJO: I make pictures called closed audition, so the work is audition somewhere. It is photographed in many different ways. It starts as an audition. Then it actually becomes closer to 
a performance by the time that happens, because at some point, I have to go in there, unless I could teach someone how to do it. It happens on site. I used to tell people that’s 
basically very similar to making a sandcastle, but that they’re permanent now. I go on site and I have to be in the space. It’s very important to me to actually look at the space 
because it’s so much of it is attached to the architecture.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: How do you know when something is cast and becomes part of the work?

OJO: I know when I arrive on set.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: Where do you source the materials for your works?

OJO: Wherever they are.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: Mostly online or also in boutiques?

OJO: It’s a mix. A lot is online. When you see the descriptions of the titles, if I got it online, it tells you exactly how they described it. That’s why you have all the different keywords. 
Because the key thing is, that’s how they make you find stuff online. Things like a prom dress, party mix… When I used to work for a gallery, one of my tasks was to find images and 
label every aspect of them. If I took a picture of you right now, I would say: books, curtains, glasses, sweater, camel, young, man.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: Haim Steinbach once said that the artist-shopper must take on, simultaneously, the perspective of the general consumer to whom the commodity is marketed and 
that of the more detached critic. Is that also your approach when you’re sourcing your materials?

OJO: There is nothing else to do, right? If I see a dress that I want, I can’t buy it differently just because I’m an artist. I have to get the size that I want, and I have to wait, and I have 
to fight with anyone else that wants to buy it. You can’t separate yourself. When you buy these goods, there can’t be really a difference. Because I can’t tell them that I need it for a 
different reason.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: What’s the place of photography within your work and your process?

OJO: I’m a photographer. I’ve always been one. The school I went to was very intense. The photographs I make now may be a relationship to a certain amateur style of doing it. But 
what do they say? You need to know the rules before you can break the rules. I had a professor once that made us use mathematical equations. At first, we always needed to think 
about what mathematical equation we needed if, for example, you wanted to photograph a naval ship and to have the entire thing in focus.



VAN EECKHOUTTE: Reflection and mirroring are repeated motifs in your work.

OJO: My birth sign is Gemini.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: There’s a particular kind of glamour and seduction reflected throughout your work that reminds me of the aesthetics of ’80s luxury and the set design of 
Dynasty. 

OJO: I have seen Dynasty. There’s the show called Dynasty and the show called Dallas. Josephine Meckseper made a video that combined the two. It was called “DDYANLALSATSY.” 
One of the things I love about art is that I get to learn things about culture. Back when I was young, I would go back to Tennessee for the summer and there would be this forever 
time where nothing happened. I watched the entire series. Dallas was set in Dallas, obviously, and Dynasty in Colorado, and they were both about oil. I’m pretty sure that I’ve 
watched the entire season of the one that has Joan Collins in it.

VAN EECKHOUTTE: You often seek out inexpensive objects that look like their high-end counterparts. What is the relationship between these and the ideas of the real and the 
authentic?

OJO: There’s actually no difference. I do understand that certain brands actually make things that would last longer, but because it’s fashion, you won’t even wear it longer. I guess I 
have a question: why do people buy real diamonds?

VAN EECKHOUTTE: Maybe for the fetish of the price?

OJO: Some people like to spend money. I’m not exactly sure what they get out of it. I know a girl that used to be a financial dominatrix and guys would pay her to spend their money. 

VAN EECKHOUTTE: I saw that you had the book The Power Look at Home: Decorating for Men by Egon von Fürstenberg in your studio.

OJO: That book is about the idea of a bachelor pad and architecture for men. It’s just pictures of guys with their houses, cameras, stereos, liquor. I guess it’s just a place that you 
bring women. I thought it was really interesting. People are talking about Hugh Hefner right now. Then there’s also that essay about the horizontal studio. It connects back to my 
interest in architecture and the spaces in which my works are installed.



Kayode Ojo, Echo (Cartier Love Silver) (detail), 
2018
Courtesy: the artist and Martos Gallery, New York

That which shines manifests absence in the very moment it beckons attraction—which is to say, shine bears 
a subtext of duplicity, its essence distraction. Its values, however, are adamantine: celerity, surface, artifice, 
effect, projection. Steel, glass, Perspex, crystal, rhinestone: Kayode Ojo’s sculptures involve such materials 
that mobilize or depend on visual attention. In assembly, however, these instruments, garments, and 
ornaments, extricated from their original optical economy, focus a clinical dissection of perception and 
seduction.

Aqueous, metallic, lustrous, and glossed, Ojo’s materials attend to surface and superfluity. The seductive is 
always a diversion from something else, and it is this intrinsic lack that enables the process of seduction to 
be entirely mercurial. The hardness of shine: bedazzlement, blinding, blaze. Ojo returns to the viewer this 
lack that would otherwise be veiled, using throwaway excess against itself. Diamanté waterfall necklaces, 
faux-fur coats, sheeny body-cons, faux modernist furniture, polished ornaments, onanistic devices—Ojo’s 
interest in such inexpensive objects concerns the values they impress upon subject formation as well as 
tracing the absorptive tactics of fetishization, applying a kind of counter-radiance as a stratagem to distort 
identitarian imagery.

In its glitzy crush, its louche and velveteen tenebrosity, its glacial and glittering display, the work 
interrogates the prismatic complex of optics: its technical particulars in photography, its bewitching 
modality in seduction, its bitter visibility and standardization in identity politics, and its metaphoric 
influence over political analysis. Ojo’s sculptures undergo a rigorous auditioning of material and are 
photographed from multiple angles to ensure that the result is a clarified articulation of placement. Pose 
and presentation: construct is its cornerstone. Counterfeit Cartier Love bracelets, for instance, ordinarily 
encircle your lover’s wrist with binding screws, but in Echo (Cartier Love Silver) (2018) the bracelet 
functions without sentiment as a quasi-sundial glinting with obsolescence, granting a knowing look to 
Cartier’s wellspring of obscene, glammed confinement. Despite a conspiratorial mood and considered 
makeup, frailty scintillates in the works’ nullified fetishistic adherence: champagne flutes are precarious 
supports, for instance, and silver music stands, propping up upturned jeans, teeter on collapse. And yet, in 
the perfect spillage of body chains from torn crotches, in the flawless drip of waterfall rhinestones, there’s 
opacity, resistance.

ALEX BENNETT | 25 JAN 2021

Shady Optics: Kayode Ojo



Much like a narrative one tries to control or a representation one endeavors to own, however, efforts are compromised by the very thing that has not been made visible. Or the object 

or representation may signify too much, may speak in excess of the subject. Say, “I’m fine”: nondescript, vacant, attracts all kinds of projections. Sometimes the most hidden things 

are the most obvious. I’m Fine (2018) features stainless steel revolver/syringes and a male chastity system on a mirrored pedestal table. In presentation, these objects fluoresce with 

an aura of extravagance, frosty utility, or hardcore evidence. In deconstruction, they are almost wholly adjectival and hold a mirror to the imagination.

A phoropter is an ophthalmic device typically employed to test eyesight. In 5’11 (2020), it is suspended by wires from the ceiling and connected to a pair of gleaming handcuffs 

draped at its crown. Two protruding nodes border the lenses, themselves barnacled by a sinister array of silver dials. The piece, featured in Ojo’s solo exhibition Aviator at Martos 

Gallery, New York (2020), is a kind of failure. Its machinery appears eminently futile against the onslaught of technic, algorithmic, and ideological distortion that warps contemporary 

perception. Accentuating the object’s naivete are the costume manacles that adorn it, branded for “Police Kids Role Play.”

Ojo’s scrutiny of commercial and political duplicity—as well as cinematic betrayal—lends his work a deceptive sumptuousness and enticing narrative potential, gently underwritten 

by his references to stage-to-screen adaptations. These films of interest involve a kind of fatalistic exposure draped in glamorous conspiracy, whose loaded symbolism and racial and 

gender bias determine the ensuing redemption, lionization, or downfall. In Aviator (2020, titled after Martin Scorsese’s 2004 Howard Hughes biopic starring Leonardo DiCaprio), the 

pilot is wounded hero, sheltered innovator, gilded genius; in Flight (2012) meanwhile, a pilot (played by Denzel Washington) crash-lands a plane, saving nearly everyone on board, 

but might have been drunk. Selective vision may add polish to legacy or cauterize achievement. Aviator parallels moments of such construction: a “SlayStation” vanity table presents 

three pistols under glass like fetish-artifacts. The stylization of violence perversely meets self-preservation, but the guns seem almost neutral, as if their weaponization exists beyond 

them, determined only by the racialized body.

For Natural Selection (2012), Ojo recontextualized a Tumblr account that featured mug shots of exclusively Caucasian men which the account owner coveted to provide, as Ojo 

quotes of the now-shut-down account’s owner, a “challenging [of] the stereotypical image of the criminal.”

Upon discovering other mug shot archives featuring cataloguing systems based on convicts’ features, Ojo angled the source’s original fantasy to a different end, choosing Aryan 

ideals figured in athletes and actors, ready to become “new faces” for Balenciaga, Calvin Klein, and the like. Each portrait has been exposed to light, with lambent flames 

photographed over the images. White prisoners afire: an apparition; a seducement; the effects of fetish just like a game of smoke and mirrors; a ripening assimilation at once 

uncanny and institutional if on trend. Versatility, they say, is what “makes” a face. Although like everything, apparently, it simply depends on your point of view.



Kayode Ojo photographed by Sangwoo Suh for PIN-UP

INTERVIEW: ARTIST KAYODE OJO ON CLASS, FAKES, 
AND ASPIRATIONAL GLAMOUR

RAFAEL DE CÁRDENAS | PIN-UP 27, Fall Winter 2019/20 

Artist Kayode Ojo’s sculptural installations transform aspirational clothing and furniture into uncanny 
scenes. Wigs pour from champagne bottles. Pants hang upside down from a music stand, the crotch spilling 
glittering jewelry onto a mirror on the floor. Shiny surfaces are used to distract attention from the fact that 
these precariously assembled objects are all fakes — fast fashion and design knockoffs made to look glam. 
This past April, Manhattan-based Ojo mounted a solo show in Milan during Design Week, which came right 
on the heels of exhibitions in Dallas, Paris, Berlin, and New York. In the wake of this breakout run, PIN–UP 
paired the 29-year-old with one of his fans, architect and designer Rafael de Cárdenas, to discuss luxury, 
success, discomfort, and object-driven storytelling.

Rafael de Cárdenas: I’m just going to be honest. I didn’t prepare questions. Time is valuable.

Kayode Ojo: Are you negging me? I actually thought maybe I should prepare. I called a bookstore trying to 
get your book. I thought, should I look at this thing before I speak to this person?

No, I’m asking you questions! And I feel like we know something about one another already. I 
mean, you came to my birthday.

But this is the first time we’ve hung out in New York isn’t it? I only see you in Paris, which sounds so bougie 
but it’s true.

Are you wearing a Cartier Love bracelet?

Yes. I’ve used these in my work before. But this one’s fake. I really like the narrative of the bracelet. The idea 
is that you go to the store, your partner buys it for you, and they screw you into it. Liz Taylor and Richard 
Burton did it. All my sculptures that include the bracelet were made after a conversation I had with someone 
who was married and clearly cheating on his wife — the guy was wearing one of these Love bracelets, and I 
thought it was so interesting because it’s like a shackle. The point is, you don’t take it off. But also the 
bracelet introduces this idea of real and fake. What’s happening between price and quality in fashion is really 
insane — I think sometimes it must actually be the fetish of spending money that makes people buy these 
things. I definitely think about knockoff culture. A lot of the clothing I use in my work is fast fashion or 
e-commerce. I like to complicate the hierarchy of real and fake. Take faux fur. Faux is better than real, 
because PETA won’t come after you. But then if it’s faux, it’s really bad for the environment. And if you go 
somewhere wearing fake fur, it’s like, “She’s cheap.” So it’s come all the way back round to people thinking 
real fur is better now — but recycled fur.

http://www.balicehertling.com/2018/kayode-ojo/
https://pinupmagazine.org/articles/book-club-rafael-de-cardenas-architecture-at-large
https://www.townandcountrymag.com/style/jewelry-and-watches/a10262588/cartier-love-bracelet-history/
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/12/13/fashion/13FAKES.html?mtrref=www.google.com&gwh=817BD3556EF0139117D247ACBC36FA2B&gwt=pay&assetType=REGIWALL


Do you feel successful? I’m curious.

Last year was really insane. I had solo shows in Dallas, Paris, Berlin, and then a show in New York that was reviewed very well. I was included in two different under-30 lists. It’s a lot 
to have found something that I don’t necessarily enjoy doing but that’s important to do, and to be able to do it and be recognized for it! But there’s something unresolved. If I knew 
why I was making everything, that would be a solved issue in my life. For me, it’s a search, though I’m not exactly sure for what.

There’s this review by Cathy Horyn of one of Tom Ford’s first shows for Yves Saint Laurent after Gucci acquired it. I’m paraphrasing, but basically it’s about how 
Tom Ford can never be as good a designer as Yves Saint Laurent because he’s confident, handsome, and everybody loves him. She says Tom Ford can never sift 
through the minutiae because he doesn’t have to.

There are two types of artists. There are people who just love working, love what they’re doing, and want to share it with everybody. And then there are people who are extract-ing 
things out of themselves in order to exhibit them. There’s a little bit of satisfaction, but it’s not always so comfortable for them. I think that my pleasure is a very small moment, and 
it really is only the last day of install. The rest of the process doesn’t feel great. If I was someone who was very wealthy and never had to work and was able to spend six months 
thinking about an exhibition and afterwards could go on vacation, maybe it would be different. But my work is made to tear itself apart. It’s not something that’s going to make 
anyone feel super confident about themselves.

Do you think the objects in your sculptures are beautiful?

It’s an 80s idea of what’s attractive. Now luxury is this minimalism type of thing.

You could make the argument that rich people have never been less aspirational. Growing up in the era of Dynasty, I’ve always been drawn to luxury with a capital 
L — a black-velvet evening gown with a diamond choker and long gloves, a big fucking staircase, chandeliers, private planes, marble!

There was a summer I went home to Tennessee and watched all these seasons of Dynastyon YouTube.

If you look carefully at the fight scenes, Linda Evans and Joan Collins are played by six-and-a-half-foot-tall guys wearing wigs and punching each other.

Wow! Throwing someone through a coffee table does seem like a lot for Joan Collins to handle. Sometimes I think about how if, at an opening, a kid or a dog or a drunk person 
knocked over my work and something broke, it’d be a shame, but it would still look pretty good destroyed.

I was very impressed by the house where you staged your Milan show (You dressed him like me?, curated by Gea Politi and Cristiano Seganfreddo).

I couldn’t believe it! When am I going to get the chance to do something like that again?

https://www.forbes.com/profile/kayode-ojo/#a80dfc034487
https://www.thecut.com/author/cathy-horyn/
https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0081856/
https://www.instagram.com/geapoliti/?hl=en
https://www.vinitaly.com/en/exhibitor-area/vinitaly-international-competitions/international-packaging-competition/jury-of-international-packaging-competition/cristiano-seganfreddo/


It felt like this forensic crime scene. The setting — a room three stories underground with a marble pool — gave a different meaning to the work than if it had 
been shown in a gallery.

Apparently that underground space was Giorgio Armani’s first atelier. I was like, “Holy shit!” And there is something really dark about it. One day, this guy was down there talking 
about how Milan is the center of murder and prostitution. I’m three floors underground and thinking, “Am I going to make it back up?”

I thought that space was so sinister and that’s why I’m bringing up this idea of the crime scene.

Well the logic of my work is about evidence, a trace of something that’s happened. I put on everything at least once before I use it in a sculpture. It’s this idea of the history that I 
have with an object, and a crime scene is about objects having a history. But then, what’s the history of a knockoff from Zara or Nasty Gal?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N2Hg6qeBirM

